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CYPRUS 
Set in the northernmost 
corner of the sparkling 
Mediterranean Sea almost 
equidistant from Africa, 
Asia and Europe, Cyprus 
can claim to be the stepping 
stone between the three vast 
continents. During its nine 
thousand years of dramatic, 
violent history, the sun-
drenched island has been 
fought for by almost every 
major c ivi l izat ion and 
empire since the dawn of 
time and has the ruins, 
remnants and buildings to 
show for it. 
The island is split in two 
between the southern Greek 
region and the northern 
Turkish enclave, but it’s 
easy for visitors to get 
between the two halves on 
daytrips. Cyprus is a land of 
beauty from the soaring 
Troodos Mountains, rich in 
flora, fauna and picturesque 
villages to the picturesque 
coastal beaches and rugged 
cliffs.  
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How to get there? 
 
Southern Cyprus is part of the European Union. 
Visitors from the US, Australia, New Zealand and 
Canada are able to enter visa-free for a period of up 
to 90 days, as are nationals of other countries on a 
long list. UK and other EU citizens may enter visa-
free and stay for an indefinite period, but nationals 
of other countries must apply to their nearest 
Cypriot Embassy for visa requirements. For visitors 
arriving in Northern Cyprus, entry visas are granted 
to all foreign nationals on production of sufficient 
funds for the stay, a full passport and a return air 
ticket. 
Larnaca International Airport is Cyprus’s main 
international air gateway and busiest airport is 
Larnaca, with a passenger throughput of over five 
million a year. 
 
Highlights 
•   Otello’s Castle and Citadel, the medieval 

fortress guarding Famagusta Harbor 
•   Aphrodite’s Bath, the site of Adonis and 

Aphrodite’s love affair 
•   Larnaca’s lovely Byzantine Church, Agios 

Lazaros 
•   The eerie Tombs of the Kings, even though no 

kings were actually buried there 
•   Nicosia’s spectacular Venetian walls , 

fortifications and picturesque Old Town 
•   The soaring Troodos Mountains and their 

quaint, traditional hillside villages 
•   Early 16th century Ayia Napa Monastery and its 

magnificent gardens 
•   The ruins of Salamis and the Lala Mustafa Pasa 

Mosque in Famagusta 
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What to do ın CYPRUS? 
 
History and stunning natural beauty are highlights of Cyprus, with plenty to see and do on a break from the beach. Attractions and landmarks span several 
thousands of years, forming a timeline of the island’s natural and man-made heritage. Blessed with some of the oldest Orthodox churches in the Mediterranean 
region, stunning crusader castles and glorious Venetian Renaissance architecture, the island is a haven for history buffs, and its magnificent, unspoiled landscapes 
are perfect for eco-tourists. 
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Aphrodıte’s Rock 
Ancient tradition marks this unique offshore rock formation as the birthplace of Aphrodite, Greek goddess of love and fertility. Born from the 
waves and daughter of Zeus and the water-nymph Dione, the goddess glided to shore on a conch shell blown by the gentle winds of the Zephyrs. 
Her birth was immortalized in Western art by Botticelli in his ‘Birth of Venus’, the Roman name for the goddess. The rock’s Greek name, Petra 
tou Romiou, refers to another later legend of the Byzantine hero Dighenis fighting off raiding pirates and protecting his lady from capture. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Panagıa Forvıotıssa 
This Unesco-listed church is in a stunning setting on the perimeter of the Adelfi Forest 4km southwest of Nikitari village. Dedicated to the 
Virgin of ‘Phorbiottissa’, it has arguably the finest set of vibrant and colourful Byzantine frescos in the Troödos Mountains. They date from the 
12th to the 17th centuries. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Nıcosıa Venetıan Cıty Walls 
The southern part of Nicosia, known as Lefkosia, is famed for its Old City, surrounded by magnificent Venetian city walls built in the 1560’s to 
protect the town from Ottoman raids. Sadly, the dry moat, 11 fortified towers, huge ramparts and three massive gates failed to stop the Ottaman 
forces from taking the town just a few months after the fortifications were completed. The walls today are in much the same condition as they 
were when the town was conquered. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Othello’s Castle and Cıtadel 
A protective castle for the northern town of Famagusta, the Citadel was raised in 1492 around pre-existing fortifications by the order of the 
town’s Venetian governor. The gracefully-arched Great Hall is a highlight, with stunning views of two harbors from within the walls. The 
governor was immortalized in Shakespeare’s play, Othello, and in music by Verdi’s opera and much of the action in the performances take place 
in the fort. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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The Tombs of the Kıngs 
This massive necropolis lies just over a mile from Paphos Harbor, and is a UNESCO World Heritage site dating back to the 4th century BC. 
Although it’s never been proven that kings are buried here, the hand-hewn sepulchers cut from solid rock were used for 100 years for the burial 
of Paphitic aristocrats. Frescoed walls and carved Doric columns adorn many of the tombs, and artifacts from the period have been excavated. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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St Hılarıon Castle 
The full fairy-tale outline of St Hilarion Castle only becomes apparent once you’re directly beneath it. The stone walls and half-ruined buildings 
blend into the rocky landscape, creating a dreamscape castle plucked from a child’s imagination, complete with hidden rooms, tunnels and 
crumbling towers. The site has three main parts: the lower enceinte (fortified defensive enclosure), the upper enceinte and Prince John’s Tower, 
all linked by steep staircases. The stunning views are well worth the arduous climb to the top. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Agıa Napa Monastery 
The exact date of the founding of the Agia Napa Monastery is lost in the mists of time, although its cave, well and hiding place put it as no later 
than the Byzantine empire. The present Venetian building hails from the 15th century where Cyprus tradition states a hunter discovered a 
glowing icon of the Virgin Mary in the cave and built a church to hold the sacred relic. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Cyprus Archaeologıcal Museum 
Housing archeological finds from the many digs around Cyprus, the museum traces the impressive history of the island from prehistoric to 
Christian times. Its highlight is a stunning collection of ancient gold jewelry. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Byzantıne Museum and Art Gallery 
The star of the art gallery is a stunning collection of Byzantine religious relics dating from the 9th to the 18th centuries. Set in an elegant, historic 
mansion with a colonnaded portal, the precious displays provide a timeline of the island’s Orthodox Christian heritage and show off the amazing 
talent of the ancient monks who created them. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Kyrenıa (Gırne) Old Town 
Wrapping around the Old Harbour, the diminutive Old Town is an atmospheric area for a wander. Its winding alleyways hold a jumble of 
abandoned stone buildings slowly slipping into disrepair, mixed with newer concrete additions. Modest remnants of Kyrenia's long history are 
speckled throughout the lanes. Two of the major monuments are the Ottoman-era Ağa Cafer Pașa Mosque and the dilapidated remains of 16th-
century Chysopolitissa Church. There are also ancient Greco-Roman tombs on the road leading to Archangelos Michael Church. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Ancıent Kourıon 
Defiantly perched on a hillside, with a sweeping view of the surrounding patchwork fields and the sea, Ancient Kourion is a spectacular site. Most 
likely founded in neolithic times due to its strategic position high on a bluff, it became a permanent settlement in about the 13th century BC, when 
Mycenaean colonisers established themselves here. There’s a small visitors centre where you can see a scale model of the whole site, which will 
help orientate your visit. 

Major Attractıons ın CYPRUS 
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Cyprus Cuısıne	  
Cyprus cuisine is famous well beyond the island, partly due to the unique mixture of Greek and Turkish traditions within the sole Mediterranean cooking 
culture with its love to olive oil and fresh natural ingredients. Every dinner on the island includes several types of cheese, olives, classical sauces, fresh 
bread, seafood and meat. 
Cyprus cuisine traditions were dramatically affected by both Greece and Turkey. Grilling and such ingredients as parsley, garlic and yoghurts came to the 
island from these countries. Hot spices are less widespread in Cyprus than in Turkey, but such Italian herbs as mint, cardamom, arugula and estragon are 
extremely popular here. During the period of British occupation, Cypriots grew to like curry and ginger. 
The mild climate and fertile soil allow Cypriots to grow vegetables and fruit. The island is known for its oranges and grapefruit; even bananas are grown not 
far from Paphos. Troodos mountains create a perfect setting for nut and olive trees cultivating. Most of Cyprus vineyards are also located in the mountains. 

Halloumi (Hellim), Koupepia (Stuffed Vine Leaves), Cyprus-Style Souvlaki, Sheftalia, Oven Macaroni (Makaronia Tou Fournou, Pastitsio, 
Firinda Makarna), Cypriot Loukoumades (Lokmades), Bamies (Okra In Tomato Sauce), Louvi 


